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WELCOME | Board Leadership Letter

TO MIXED BLOOD’S COMMUNITY:     

Since 1976, Jack Reuler has brought amazing theatre to Mixed Blood’s stage. He has entertained… 
moved… provoked audiences with memorable productions and messages that stick with us. When 
many imagine each job as a steppingstone, Jack has stayed and built a community in and around 
Mixed Blood. He has spent forty-five years doing good works in an aged Minneapolis firehouse 
bringing extraordinary talent and national acclaim to its Cedar Riverside neighborhood. 

In 2022, Jack is moving on from Mixed Blood— an organization he loves and that loves him back. He 
is stepping aside to make way for new leadership at Mixed Blood and to add a second line to his 
resume. In preparation for his departure, Jack has collaborated with the board and staff to envision a 
strategic plan for the next three years around three overarching directions:

These strategic priorities will creatively and materially come to life under the guidance of the next 
artistic leader. 

The beginning of the organization’s next chapter is underway! In this uniquely challenging time for 
the performing arts, Mixed Blood is developing new works for its forty-sixth season and this Spring, 
we are excited to welcome three new staff members in management, marketing & communications, 
and development.

We are well-positioned to begin our search for Jack’s successor— Mixed Blood’s next creative leader, 
vision-keeper, and rainmaker— to build relationships leading to transformative artistic experiences 
of community and change. As hard as it is to imagine pre-shows without Jack greeting friends in the 
auditorium, be assured we are implementing systems and seeking an artistic director to leverage 
Mixed Blood’s assets—particularly the Firehouse, its local relationships, and its national reputation—to 
disrupt injustices, model equity, and create community in evermore imaginative ways.

With you, we move onward!

Mixed Blood Board of Directors
Robert Lunning, Chair

Transforming the 
Artistic Work

Supporting 
the Organization

Transitioning 
to New Leadership

THE ELABORATE ENTRANCE OF CHAD DIETY, 2010
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Located at 1501 4th Street in 
the amazing Cedar Riverside 
community in the heart of 
Minneapolis.

5
Extremely talented year-
round staff who help center 
the organization’s mission, 
vision, and values.

12
Mix of programs, initiatives, 
and partnerships that 
currently enliven its local and 
national impact.

14
Volunteer Board members 
who partner with staff 
leadership in service of the 
organization.

45
Years that Mixed 
Blood has been 
creatively and 
authentically 
elevating 
narratives of 
equity.

KEY
NUMBERS

ROE, 2019



MISSION
Using theatre to disrupt injustices, advance 
equity, and build community, Mixed Blood 
inspires the global village to create ripple 
effects of social change.

VISION
Mixed Blood collaborates and fosters 
partnerships in Minnesota and beyond to 
amplify how art drives necessary change for 
our shared humanity, purpose, and rights.

VALUES 
Sharing
On stage, in the audience, and in the 
community, Mixed Blood artists, board, and 
staff model people with difference coming 
together.

Intersectionality
Mixed Blood aspires to live at the 
intersection of authenticity and virtuosity.

Equity
Mixed Blood demands just treatment for all 
participants.

Transparency
Mixed Blood actively shares information and 
encourages candor.

Audacity
Mixed Blood advances its artistry and 
mission by constantly exploring and 
expanding form and content in inventive 
and risk-taking ways.

Mixed Blood is a progressive organization that uses theatre as its delivery system to catalyze social 
justice and to effect social change. Mixed Blood has invited the global village into its audience and onto 
its stage to experience its unique brand of challenging, inclusive, and predictably unpredictable theatre 
since 1976. A winner of numerous awards for its human rights and artistic accomplishments, Mixed 
Blood celebrates differences and champion access. Mixed Blood achieves its mission through strategic 
programming at its own Alan Page Auditorium, within its Cedar Riverside neighborhood, and in off-site 
locations throughout the Twin Cities Metro area and the State of Minnesota. 

At Mixed Blood art is a tool, not a product. Mixed Blood is sustained by its adaptability. Relationships, 
rather than money or transactions, are its currency.  Healthy populations define mission realization. Self-
determination is a primary aim. There are concentrated focuses on disability communities, immigrant 
and refugee populations, Minnesota Latinx, Transgender and biracial Twin Citians, and on the East 
African Muslims that reside in proximity to Mixed Blood’s converted firehouse home. Mixed Blood’s role 
in the new play universe of the regional theatre movement is magnified.

Mixed Blood uses theater to spawn a ripple effect of social change. Mixed Blood makes theatre 
essential – inserting art into social equations so that social equations are not solvable without art. 
Theatre is a delivery system for ideas and experiences that empower individuals to take action. This is 
art with a purpose, taking place in a context of neighborhood, city, state, country, and planet. Mixed 
Blood builds community by listening deeply and responding artistically over long periods of time. 
Patient, caring and imaginative, Mixed Blood transforms a culture of judgment into one of compassion. 

ORGANIZATION HISTORY | Mixed Blood Summary

Located in the Cedar Riverside neighborhood of Minneapolis since its inception, 
Mixed Blood aspires to be a point of assembly for residents and organizations of 

the most diverse zip code between Chicago and the West Coast. 

AUTONOMY, 2019



RADICAL HOSPITALITY
In 2011 Mixed Blood launched Radical Hospitality, 
an organizational core value that strives to eliminate 
barriers to participation in live theatre. While free 
admission was its most trumpeted pillar, transforming 
Mixed Blood into an inviting, welcoming, and affirming 
place for all people has been its aspiration. Mixed 
Blood’s 2021-24 Strategic Plan calls for reciprocity, 
inclusion, and genuine acceptance of differences to 
activate relationships. We strive to ensure that the 
nature, content, and practices embedded in our work 
are founded in integrity and equity connecting us to 
the breadth and depth of our many communities.

NEW PLAYS
Since its inception, Mixed Blood has produced world 
premieres, eventually being a founding member of 
the National New Play Network. Through its three core 
programs – mainstage, touring, and On The Job, Mixed 
Blood has produced 125 original scripts in its 45 years. 

DISABILITY COMMUNITIES
Mixed Blood uses theatre not only as an entertainment 
conduit but as a means to enhance the quality of 
life. In pursuit of that, Mixed Blood aspires to be THE 
theatrical destination for people with disabilities in 
the Twin Cities.  Mixed Blood has been producing 
productions of, by, about, with and for people with 
disabilities for 20 years. Its programming, facilities, 
services, and staff combine to create a welcoming and 
accessible experience.

People with disabilities earn less, have greater health 
care issues, are unemployed and are underemployed 
at rates vastly greater than those without disabilities. 
They have profound transportation issues, experience 
high rates of poverty and homelessness, feel frequently 
isolated, and more. 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: CEDAR RIVERSIDE
The block in the Cedar Riverside neighborhood on 
which Mixed Blood has resided since 1976 is home to 
over 5,000 people, hailing from 63 countries. Residents 
are primarily East African and Muslim immigrants 
and refugees. As that demographic emerged and 
transformed the area in the 199O’s, Mixed Blood 
redoubled its commitment to be an anchor in the 
neighborhood in which it could have become an island. 
For two decades, Mixed Blood’s art, artists, staff, and 
facility have embraced their neighbors and have been 
in service of a healthy Cedar Riverside.

TOURING
From 198O to 2O17 Mixed Blood toured thirteen shows 
in the Upper Midwest, presenting 10,000 performances 
in community centers, schools, detention centers, 
reservations, colleges, churches, and theatres. The 
tours introduced over a million audience members to 
virtuosic theatre that embodies Mixed Blood’s mission, 
vision, and values.

MIXED BLOOD AND TRANS MINNESOTANS
Having been remiss in not having gender identity 
as a manifestation of its mission, Mixed Blood has 
endeavored to become a soapbox for trans and non-
binary neighbors. Mixed Blood first produced a play, 
Liquid Skin, about a person transitioning in 1986, with 
the lead being played by a 22-year-old Don Cheadle.  
Since then, Mixed Blood has produced numerous plays 
with trans characters portrayed by trans actors.  It has 
cast trans actors in roles not written as trans characters, 
and hosted a festival entitled “On Our Own Terms”. 
With a year-round part-time Trans Organizer, Mixed 
Blood has welcomed trans board members, presented 
public conversations with trans policy makers, trans 
playwrights and trans activists.

PROGRAMS, INITIATIVES, & PARTNERSHIPS | Current Approach

NEIGHBORS, 2011



MIXED BLOOD ON THE JOB
Through its program On The Job, Mixed Blood creates 
dynamic, customized theater to address issues of 
equity and inclusion in workplaces in the public and 
private sectors. Using the language and traditions of 
live theatre—music, dance, comedy, and satire—the 
tailor-made plays provoke awareness and provide 
skill building opportunities to help employees and 
workplaces confront barriers to personal and business 
success. For 3O years Mixed Blood has used theatre 
for EDI training. Audiences include multi-national 
corporations, educational institutions, government 
entities, philanthropic agencies, and non-profits.  
Productions have been utilized as opportunities for 
accredited continuing medical education (specializing 
in cultural disparities to quality health care), and for 
continuing legal education (specializing in ethics and 
bias elimination). 

TEATRO MIXED BLOOD
While not categorically a Latinx organization, Mixed 
Blood has been deeply involved in the Latinx theater 
universe of America, both in producing Latinx work 
for 3O years in two languages with bilingual casts and 
by creating access points. There is a part-time, year-
round Latinx organizer on staff who leads an advisory 
council representing Minnesota’s disparate Latino 
communities.

AFRICAN AMERICAN THEATRE
While Mixed Blood is not categorically a Black theatre, 
its stages have presented the works of these 39 great 
African American playwrights, many numerous times. 
They include Katori Hall, Lynn Nottage, Robert O’Hara, 
Tearrance Chisholm, Aleshea Harris, Idris Goodwin, 
Stew, Branden Jacobs-Jenkins, Cori Thomas, Carlyle 
Brown, Kirsten Greenidge, Eisa Davis, Kia Corthron, 
Dael Orlandersmith, Dwight Hobbes, David Barr III, 
Samm-Art Williams, Gavin Lawrence, Everett Bradley, 
Deb Swisher, Jevetta Steele, Thomas W. Jones II, 
August Wilson, Geoffrey Ewing, Ntozake Shange, 
Warren C. Bowles, Philip Hayes Dean, Amiri Baraka, 
David Grant, Syl Jones, Leni Sloan, Sharon Walton, 
George C. Wolfe, Bill Gunn, Lorraine Hansberry, Horace 
Bond, Ed Bullins, Matti Charles, Carl Lumbly, and Anton 
Jones.

“THE CULTURAL TEMPLE”
Mixed Blood activates its 1887 firehouse for a multitude 
of uses. It is a venue for nomadic, itinerant artists, and 
mission-aligned companies in need of performance 
space. It is a home for the Cedar Riverside neighbors 
for political rallies, town halls, award shows, talent 
showcases, and important conversations. During the 
coronavirus pandemic it was used as a food shelter and 
a site for voter registration, census taking, flu shots, PPE 
distribution, and COVID testing. 

RESIDENT ARTISTS
Mixed Blood’s staff believes in ushering in the next 
generation of field leaders. To that end, partnerships 
have been forged to allow mentorships and 
residencies. Through the National New Play Network, 
three Producers in Residence have been at Mixed 
Blood for two years each. The Mellon Foundation 
supported a Playwright in Residence for five years. The 
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation supported Resident 
Artists for four years. TCG’s New Generations allowed 
resident artists and TCG funded an actor to be a Fox 
Fellow.

SITE SPECIFIC WORK
With a reconfigurable venue, Mixed Blood constantly 
experiments with form and space, often expanding 
beyond the Firehouse’s walls. A few site-specific 
projects are noteworthy: 

• The Veterans Play Project, performed at a former 
military base (Fort Snelling)

• Safe At Home, performed at a minor league baseball 
stadium

• Autonomy, performed in a 70,000 square foot 
exhibition center with 42 cars and audience moving 
on electric carts

• Animate, performed at a city zoo

THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME, 2017SWEET NOTHING IN MY EAR, 2003



6. Current Strategic Plan
NOTE – Insert graphic illustration

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT
Mixed Blood, a 5O1(c) (3) corporation, has a year-round staff of five, a small number of part-time employees and 
contractors, and over a hundred freelance artists and artisans annually. It has a single reporting structure, with 
the Artistic Director serving as the only one to report directly to the Board. The operating budget is $1.2M, 85% 
of which comes from contributed income from corporations, family and community foundations, government 
entities, individuals, and fundraising events. The 15-person board governs through a three-committee structure. 
The organization has an operating reserve, a line of credit, a mortgage on its building, an equity loan, and 
capitalizes depreciation.

At Mixed Blood, a budget is a moral document, reflecting an institution that walks its talk.



LEADERSHIP
• Lead by listening and learning, helping to facilitate an effective community of 

staff, board, artists, partners and stakeholders, with the intent to continue to 
build an organization that embraces Radical Hospitality and a commitment to 
justice.  

• Demonstrate consistent commitment to the work of Mixed Blood, and a deep 
understanding of the spirit, history and mission of the organization

• Promote and carry out Mixed Blood’s mission, values and goals while building on 
its proven reputation and sustainability of operation

• Understand the role of the arts, and the venue, as a catalyst for change

• Generate contributed and earned resources that support the organization and 
its partners

• Create projects and support artists & creative practitioners in producing and 
presenting work that furthers Mixed Blood’s mission and goals

• Have a growing understanding of the current discourse around equity and social 
justice and be committed to learning 

• Lead through a lens of equity and represent Mixed Blood in the local and 
national field 

• Conduct Mixed Blood’s business with highly ethical behavior and 
professionalism, high artistic standards, and a generous, welcoming, engaging 
attitude

PROGRAMMING      
• Develop and implement mission-driven programming that aligns with strategic 

priorities and embodies Radical Hospitality, while aspiring to the highest 
professional standards in the land.

• Construct annual (or) multi-year programmatic roadmaps for all areas of work and 
new initiatives that center arts in helping to mitigate various forms of inequity     

• Build and maintain long-term relationships with communities and artists

• Commission, develop, and produce new works and other programming that 
maintain and advance the organization’s purpose and manifest positive action in 
response to injustice

• Search locally, nationally and internationally for unproduced or previously 
produced scripts that serve to address injustice and further MB’s and its partners’ 
aims

• Build and maintain relationships with civic, social and community-based 
organizations with aligned values and shared work for justice and equity 

 
MANAGEMENT      
• Working closely with the Managing Director and Executive Committee,  identify 

all staff positions and contractors needed to accomplish programmatic and 
administrative activities and oversee hiring and hiring processes.

• Approve all staff positions and contractors needed to accomplish programmatic 
and administrative activities and make final hiring and firing decisions across all 
personnel 

• Create job descriptions and performance review process for year-round staff 
(full- or part-time); and create and manage contracts for part-time and seasonal 
employees

• Formalize processes, systems, tools, and other supports to aid the development of 
all staff and to ensure understanding and accountability for their defined areas of 
responsibility

• Manage union negotiations and agreements 

FINANCE
• Develop and monitor/manage balanced operating budgets, positive cash 

flow, financial models, and assume the staff ’s fiduciary responsibility for the 
organization.

• Partner with Managing Director, and all appropriate staff, on budget creation 
and monitoring to facilitate attainment of annual budgets approved by the 
organization’s Board of Directors (Board)

POSITION OVERVIEW      
The Artistic Director is responsible for the pursuit and realization of the 
mission, vision, and core values of the organization, hiring and management 
of senior year-round staff, artistic staff, and the health of the non-profit 
organization. The Artistic Director is a member of the Board of Directors 
(Board) and a member of its Executive Committee.

Position Title: Artistic Director  |  Reports to: Board of Directors
Compensation: Full-time, exempt $ $80,000-100,000
Status: Serves contractually under a three-year term 



Ivey Awards for Outstanding Production 
(Twin Cities theatre awards)

 Vietgone: 2O18 
 Safe At Home: 2O17? 
 Ruined: 2OO9 
 Messy Utopia: 2OO7

Kudos (the predecessor to the Ivey)

 Accidental Death of An Anarchist: 1982 
 WARP: 1981

Twin Cities’ Mayors’ Public Arts Award

ARC Twin Cities Changemaker Award

MetLife’s Access Award

Actors’ Equity’s Rosetta LeNoire Award for 
“celebrating the universality of the human 
experience on the American stage.”

Minnesota Council of Non-Profits’ Mission 
Award for Anti-Racist Initiatives (twice)

Ordway’s Sally Award for Vision

Minneapolis Department of Human Rights 
Award for Outstanding Achievement in Civil 
and Human Rights

Minnesota Council on Black Minnesotans’ 
Dream Keeper Award

Somali Entertainment Award for Best Theatre 
(twice)

VSA’s Access Award

Dot ORG Minnesota’s Connecting 
Communities Award for Radical Hospitality

Minneapolis Foundation’s Diversity Award

City Pages’s Best Theatre, Best Theatre for 
Comedy, Best Theatre for Drama

StarTribune’ Best Theatre, Best Theatre for 
Diversity, Best Theatre Facility

MSP Magazine’s Best Theatre

Ivey Award for Lifetime Achievement

AWARDS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
• Present recommended staff budget to Board and integrate 

directed adjustments that result in the Board advancing a motion 
to approve a final version of the annual budget

• Partner with Managing Director and Bookkeeper to conduct 
timely and relevant budget re-forecasts for the Board’s review, 
discussion, and approval

• Monitor and adjust various development and operational 
strategies that ensures annual income meets or exceeds annual 
expense

• Ensure adherence to all financial management policies and 
procedures, including segregation and management of 
restricted funds, and oversee decisions and practices that involve 
management of assets 

PLANNING
• Identify strategic priorities for the organization and methods to 

accomplish these goals that align with the current strategic plan

• Articulate vision to board during strategic discussions and 
planning processes; synthesize board and staff input and reframe 
vision as necessary

• Leverage strategic plan and thinking to guide board and staff 
while monitoring progress of goals and tactics

• Model and hold all staff accountable for development of formal 
operational plans; including those that support administration, 
marketing/communication, development/advancement, access, 
and engagement

SKILLS
• Written and verbal communication that is consistently clear and 

concise

• Demonstrated ability to provide inspirational leadership reflecting 
organization values

• Proactive approach to modeling and expecting accountability 
when goals and objectives are or are not met

Theatre Communication Group’s Peter Zeisler 
Award “for exemplifying pioneering practices 
in theatre, dedication to the freedom of 
expression, and for being unafraid to take 
risks in the advancement of the art form.”

United Negro College Fund’s Local Legend

Actors’ Equity’s Spirit Award

MCTC’s Martin Luther King Humanitarian 
Award

Macalester College’s Distinguished Citizen 
Award

Minnesota Timberwolves’ Black History 
Month Hero

Macalester College – honorary Doctorate of 
Humane Letters

City of Minneapolis’ Minneapolis Award

Cairo International Festival of Experimental 
and Political Theatre’s Innovation Award

Twin Cities Business 2O2O Top 1OO People 
to Know in 2O21

Esquire Magazine’s first Register of People 
Under 4O Changing America

FOR ARTISTIC DIRECTOR JACK REULER

FOR MIXED BLOOD THEATRE



MIXED BLOOD’S ANTI-RACISM/ 
ANTI-BIAS 2021 STATEMENT
Successful pluralism, universal access, and equity have been Mixed Blood’s 
purpose since its 1976 inception. Founded and led by a heterosexual, white, 
cis-gendered male, Mixed Blood has operated within a structure of systemic 
racism and culture of white supremacy and privilege that impacts our entire 
society. We acknowledge benefiting from the perpetuation of this structure 
in spite of our dedication to promoting the work of BIPOC, trans, and 
disabled artists.

 

• By steadfastly listening to differing 
perspectives, Mixed Blood commits to evolving 
and growing our competency in recognizing 
and resolving issues of systemic racism and 
oppression for all peoples.

 We are committed to giving voice to the 
unheard. Through its programming, services, 
facility, and staff, Mixed Blood’s decades-
long ambition of radical hospitality to be a 
welcoming, inviting, and affirming organization 
for everybody – for all who are maligned, 
marginalized, and discriminated against by 
the systems intentionally designed to oppress 
– will expand and mature. Individual identity, 
determined by self-identity, is paramount.

 
Individual identity, determined by self-
identity, is paramount. Mixed Blood commits 
to categorically becoming a theatre of color 
and a destination, place of assembly, and 
artistic home for persons with disabilities, 
people of mixed race, and non-binary and trans 
individuals.

• Mixed Blood commits that decision-making 
positions – staff and board leadership, 
directors, musical directors, choreographers, 
writers, designers, organizers, and more – 
will increasingly be composed of BIPOC, 
trans, and disabled individuals. Mixed 
Blood commits to continually improving that 
composition. First offers of employment for 
the majority of positions will go to BIPOC, 
trans, and disabled candidates. 

• Believing that capitalism is at the root of most 
isms, Mixed Blood commits to prioritizing 
its flow of dollars and other resources to 
vendors, contractors, and businesses that are 
BIPOC-owned or have anti-racist/anti-bias 
policies and practices.

OUR COMMITMENTS:

• These commitments are founded on long-
held values. Equity at Mixed Blood requires 
constant advocacy for an inclusive society 
in which all can participate, prosper, 
and reach their full potential. For Mixed 
Blood, equity is just treatment, access, 
opportunity, and advancement for all 
people so that they may thrive regardless 
of cultural, racial, or socioeconomic 
status. Fairness, as implied by “just,” may 
require divergent strategies responding to 
changing contexts to reach universal goals.

TWO QUEENS, ONE CASTLE, 2002



MINNEAPOLIS AND THE TWIN CITIES AT-A-GLANCE
Growing at the confluence of the Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers, Minneapolis, Saint Paul, and their 
seven-county metropolitan region population ranks 16th nationally. With an abundance of rivers, 
lakes, and parks complemented by nationally recognized arts organizations and a rich history of 
innovation, Twin Citians take pride in their commitment to the arts, heritage, and the great outdoors. 
True to the state’s reputation, no matter where you are in Minneapolis, you’re never more than 
20 minutes away from a lake. Dakota tribes were permanent dwellers at St. Anthony Falls, when 
immigrants, primarily of European descent, began arriving in the early nineteenth century and settled 
there. Quickly outnumbering Indigenous people, the new settlers established the Twin Cities as the 
hub of industry and transportation in the upper Midwest.  

Mixed Blood Theatre is located in the heart of the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood, the most diverse 
neighborhood in the city. Convenient to the Metro Transit’s light rail and numerous bus routes, and 
just off Highway 35, the neighborhood has easy access to regional centers, downtown Minneapolis, 
and nearby neighborhoods. Cedar-Riverside is located on the West Bank of the Mississippi River near 
Augsburg College and the University of Minnesota. It’s easy to love the delicious variety of restaurants 
in the area including Ethiopian, Vietnamese, Indian and Mediterranean. In a city known for theater 
and music, Mixed Blood Theatre is in good company in the area with the Cedar Cultural Center, 
Southern Theater, Theater in the Round, and the Rarig Center (home to the U of M’s dance and theater 
department).

If looking to go to the theater on a weekend, you won’t have to look far in the Twin Cities. Additional 
theaters include, but are not limited to: Jungle Theater, Pangea World Theatre, Theater Latte Da, 
Brave New Workshop, Children’s Theater Company, Guthrie Theater, History Theater, Minnesota 
Jewish Theater Company, Park Square, Teatro del Pueblo, Walking Shadow Theatre Company and 
many more.

In addition to theater, Minneapolis and Saint Paul have an ample number of parks, lakes and bike trails; 
with many music festivals in the summer and museums to visit year-round. Including the Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts, The Walker Art Center (home to the iconic “cherry in the spoon” sculpture), Russian 
Art Museum, the Science Museum of Minnesota, American Swedish Institute, Minnesota Children’s 
Museum, Mill City Museum, and the Somali Museum of Minnesota to name a few. 

As the Twin Cities continue to face ongoing challenges and awakenings from the COVID-19 pandemic, 
and the civil uprising in response to the murder of George Floyd, there are numerous signs to indicate 
the community and elected leadership are willing to take steps to strengthen the overall health and 
equity for residents across the Metro region. This includes the Minneapolis’s declaration that racism 
is a public health crisis, the voices of numerous changemakers and activists calling for policing reform 
and (or) new models to public safety all together, and emerging conversations around policies that 
enable rent stabilization to aid rental affordability for all groups in the City. These are just a few 
indicators that suggest Mixed Blood Theatre continues to be planted in a community that aims to 
further narratives and action of justice, inclusion, and systems change.

WHITE/NON-HISPANIC» 58%

BLACK /AFRICAN AMERICAN » 17%

HISPANIC LATINO » 10%

ASIAN » 10%

OTHER INCLUDING INDIGENOUS» 5%

TWIN CITIES POPULATION

Over the past two decades, the Twin Cities’  
ethnicity has become increasingly diverse. 

MINNEAPOLIS AT A GLANCE

6.2% Vacancy Rate (2020) 
Downtown Minneapolis’ lowest rate  

is attributed to pandemic

Graduation rates 
have inceased over 
the past 5 years 

Minneapolis schools 
rank in the lower 50% 
of Minnesota Schools

430,000 Population 
across 18 notable community districts

Minneapolis, the region’s largest city and  
Mixed Blood’s home base. 

Median Income  
$32,000     $64,000 
Individual           Household 

16th Metropolitan region  
ranks sixteenth nationally



1501 South 4th Street
Minneapolis | MN | 55454

(612) 338-6131
info@mixedblood.com

COLOSSAL, 2014


